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ABSTRACT: Blockchain technologies have gained 

interest over the last years. While the most explored 

use case is financial transactions, it has the capability 

to agitate other markets. Blockchain remove the need 

for trusted intermediaries, can facilitate faster 

transactions and add more transparency. This paper 

explores the possibility to deflate counterfeit using 

blockchain technology. This paper provides an 

overview of different solutions in the anti-counterfeit 

area, different blockchain technologies and what 

characteristics make blockchain especially interesting 

for the use case. We have developed three different 

concepts and the expansion of an existing system 

concept, is pursued further. It is shown, that reducing 

counterfeits cannot be achieved by using 

technological means only. Increasing awareness, 

fighting counterfeiters on a legal level, a good alert 

system, and having tamper-proof packaging are all 

important aspects. These factors combined with 

blockchain technology can lead to an efficient and 

comprehensive approach to reduce counterfeiting.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

We are surrounded by a lot of counterfeits, despite 

the fact that it may appear like a farfetched concept. 

The cost of counterfeiting in the United States is 

estimated to be approximately $600 billion per year, 

ranging from fashion and retail products to software, 

digital media, electronics, piracy, and intellectual 

property. By 2022, the International Chamber of 

Commerce estimates that the negative effects of 

counterfeiting and piracy will drain US$4.2 trillion 

from the global economy and threaten 5.4 million 

genuine jobs. In the pharmaceutical business, the 

counterfeit drug market now accounts for roughly 1 

million deaths each year, in a $75 billion industry. In 

fact, it is projected that the counterfeit drug sector is 

developing at twice the rate of legal pharmaceuticals, 

making it up to 25 times more profitable than the 

worldwide narcotics trade. In all dealings, trust is 

essential. It becomes difficult to send money or 

exchange items if there is a lack of confidence 

between the parties involved. It gets much more 

complicated because other parties, such as banks, are 

engaged in many transactions. A transaction 

frequently involves not just one, but several third 

parties. An international money transfer involves not 

only the sender's and receiver's banks, but also a 

number of intermediary firms such as clearing 

houses. Not only do the people participating in the 

transaction have to trust each other, but they also 

have to trust third parties. By eliminating these third 
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parties, transaction costs can be reduced, transactions 

can be completed faster, and there is more 

transparency. Bitcoin has successfully demonstrated 

that such thirdparties can be eliminated. Without the 

use of banks or clearing institutions, the 

cryptocurrency allows you to send coins directly to a 

transaction partner. The funds are sent immediately 

from one account to another. There are no 

middlemen, thus there is no need to rely on third 

parties. Furthermore, the question of whether a 

transaction is genuine is answered by algorithms 

rather than by institutions. As a result, it eliminates 

the need to rely on any third party. 

 

Fig.1: Example figure 

 

The blockchain, which underpins Bitcoin, can be 

utilised for more than only financial transactions and 

crypto currencies in general. Because it allows 

immutable transactions that can be reviewed at any 

moment by anybody, the technology has the ability to 

"redefine the digital economy" [10]. This is due to the 

fact that the information is publicly available and 

widely disseminated. It has been updated 

chronologically and cryptographically [11]. The 

whole spectrum of possible applications for this 

technology must be explored, but tracking product 

ownership and history is undoubtedly one among 

them [12]. This research investigates the use of 

blockchain technology to reduce counterfeiting. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System 

A purely peer-to-peer version of electronic cash 

would allow online payments to be sent directly from 

one party to another without going through a 

financial institution. Digital signatures provide part of 

the solution, but the main benefits are lost if a trusted 

third party is still required to prevent double-

spending. We propose a solution to the double-

spending problem using a peer-to-peer network. The 

network timestamps transactions by hashing them 

into an ongoing chain of hash-based proof-of-work, 

forming a record that cannot be changed without 

redoing the proof-of-work. The longest chain not 

only serves as proof of the sequence of events 

witnessed, but proof that it came from the largest 

pool of CPU power. As long as a majority of CPU 

power is controlled by nodes that are not cooperating 

to attack the network, they'll generate the longest 

chain and outpace attackers. The network itself 

requires minimal structure. Messages are broadcast 

on a best effort basis, and nodes can leave and rejoin 

the network at will, accepting the longest proof-of-

work chain as proof of what happened while they 

were gone. 

Performance Evaluation of Blockchain Systems: A 

Systematic Survey 

Blockchain has been envisioned to be a disruptive 

technology with potential for applications in various 

industries. As more and more different blockchain 

platforms have emerged, it is essential to assess their 

performance in different use cases and scenarios. In 
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this paper, we conduct a systematic survey on the 

blockchain performance evaluation by categorizing 

all reviewed solutions into two general categories, 

namely, empirical analysis and analytical modelling. 

In the empirical analysis, we comparatively review 

the current empirical blockchain evaluation 

methodologies, including benchmarking, monitoring, 

experimental analysis and simulation. In analytical 

modelling, we investigate the stochastic models 

applied to performance evaluation of mainstream 

blockchain consensus algorithms. Through 

contrasting, comparison and grouping different 

methods together, we extract important criteria that 

can be used for selecting the most suitable evaluation 

technique for optimizing the performance of 

blockchain systems based on their identified 

bottlenecks. Finally, we conclude the survey by 

presenting a list of possible directions for future 

research. 

Protocols for public key cryptosystems 

New Cryptographic protocols which take full 

advantage of the unique properties of public key 

cryptosystems are now evolving. Several protocols 

for public key distribution and for digital signatures 

are briefly compared with each other and with the 

conventional alternative. 

Understanding and fighting the medicine 

counterfeit market 

Medicine counterfeiting is a serious worldwide issue, 

involving networks of manufacture and distribution 

that are an integral part of industrialized organized 

crime. Despite the potentially devastating health 

repercussions involved, legal sanctions are often 

inappropriate or simply not applied. The difficulty in 

agreeing on a definition of counterfeiting,the huge 

profits made by the counterfeiters and the complexity 

of the market are the other main reasons for the 

extent of the phenomenon. Above all, international 

cooperation is needed to thwart the spread of 

counterfeiting. Moreover effort is urgently required 

on the legal, enforcement and scientific levels. 

Pharmaceutical companies and agencies have 

developed measures to protect the medicines and 

allow fast and reliable analysis of the suspect 

products. Several means, essentially based on 

chromatography and spectroscopy, are now at the 

disposal of the analysts to enable the distinction 

between genuine and counterfeit products. However 

the determination of the components and the use of 

analytical data for forensic purposes still constitute a 

challenge. The aim of this review article is therefore 

to point out the intricacy of medicine counterfeiting 

so that a better understanding can provide solutions to 

fight more efficiently against it. 

A digital signature based on a conventional 

encryption function 

A new digital signature based only on a conventional 

encryption function (such as DES) is described which 

is as secure as the underlying encryption function -- 

the security does not depend on the difficulty of 

factoring and the high computational costs of 

modular arithmetic are avoided. The signature system 

can sign an unlimited number of messages, and the 

signature size increases logarithmically as a function 

of the number of messages signed. Signature size in a 

‘typical’ system might range from a few hundred 

bytes to a few kilobytes, and generation of a signature 

might require a few hundred to a few thousand 

computations of the underlying conventional 

encryption function. 
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3. IMPLEMENTATION 

Many companies use outsourced suppliers. This 

opens the risk that the outsourced supplier will not 

only produce legitimate products, but also 

counterfeits, with having access to all the original 

assets. Outsourcers should be carefully evaluated and 

monitored. Another option is to not outsource the 

whole product to one company, but split the product 

manufacturing to multiple companies, or keep part of 

the production in-house. This ensures, that no single 

external company has all the assets to create 

counterfeited products. If must also be ensured, that 

upon contract termination, all assets are returned to 

the outsourcing company. 

To authenticate supply chain products as this 

products may be supplied from multiple third party 

distributors and this distributors can make 

clone/fake/counterfeits of this product BAR CODE 

and then manufacture fake products and add this 

counterfeit label to fake product and this fake 

products can cause huge loss of financial and lives if 

fake medicine manufacture. 

Not only supply chain any other online transaction 

require third party to complete transaction and 

peoples has to trust on third parties to complete their 

transaction and sometime this third parties can make 

fraud transaction or misuse user data.  

Disadvantages: 

 This opens the risk that the outsourced supplier will 

not only produce legitimate products, but also 

counterfeits, with having access to all the original 

assets. 

online transaction require third party to complete 

transaction and peoples has to trust on third parties to 

complete their transaction and sometime this third 

parties can make fraud transaction or misuse user 

data.  

Blockchain technology which does not require any 

third party and verification will be done by software 

algorithm itself without involvement of any third 

party.In this to avoid forge counterfeit we are 

converting all productsdetails/barcode into digital 

signatures and this digital signatures will be stored in 

Blockchain server as this Blockchain server support 

tamper proof data storage and nobody can hack or 

alter its data and if by an chance if its data alter then 

verification get failed at next block storage and user 

may get intimation about data alter.  

In Blockchain technology same transaction data 

stored at multiple server with hash code verification 

and if data alter at one server then it will detected 

from other server as for same data hash code will get 

different.  For example in Blockchain technology 

data will be stored at multiple servers and if 

malicious users alter data at one server then its hash 

code will get changed in one server and other servers 

left unchanged and this changed hash code will be 

detected at verification time and future malicious user 

changes can be prevented. 

In supply chain also all products barcode digital 

Blockchain signatures will be stored and if any third 

party distributor make clone of barcode then its 

signature will be mismatch and counterfeit will be 

detected 

Advantages: 

In Blockchain each data will be stored by verifying 

old hash codes and if old hash codes remain 

unchanged then data will be consider as original and 

unchanged and then new transaction data will be 
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appended to Blockchain as new block. For each new 

data storage all blocks hash code will be verified. 

 

Fig.2: System architecture 

MODULES: 

In this project we have designed following modules 

1) Save Product with Blockchain Entry: In this 

module user will enter product details and 

then upload product bar code image and then 

digital signature will be generated on 

uploaded barcode and then this transaction 

details will be store in Blockchain. Before 

storing transaction Blockchain will verify all 

old transaction and upon successful 

verification new transaction block will be 

store 

2) Retrieve Product Data: Using this module 

user can search existing product details by 

entering product id 

3) Authenticate Scan: Here in this module we 

don’t have any scanner so we are uploading 

original or fake bar code images and then 

Blockchain will verify digital signature of 

uploaded bar code with already store bar 

codes and if match found then Blockchain 

will extract all details and display to user 

else authentication will be failed. 

 

4. ALGORITHMS 

Blockchain Hash Function: 

A hash function takes an input string (numbers, 

alphabets, media files) of any length and transforms it 

into a fixed length. The fixed bit length can vary (like 

32-bit or 64-bit or 128-bit or 256-bit) depending on 

the hash function which is being used. The fixed-

length output is called a hash. This hash is also the 

cryptographic byproduct of a hash algorithm. We can 

understand it from the following diagram. 

 

Fig.3: Hash algorithm 

The hash algorithm has certain unique properties: It 

produces a unique output (or hash). It is a one-way 

function. In the context of cryptocurrencies like 

Bitcoin , the blockchain uses this cryptographic hash 

function's properties in its consensus mechanism. A 

cryptographic hash is a digest or digital fingerprints 

of a certain amount of data. In cryptographic hash 

functions, the transactions are taken as an input and 

run through a hashing algorithm which gives an 

output of a fixed size. Since the Hash function is a 

one-way function, there is no way to get back entire 

text from the generated hash. This is different from 

traditional cryptographic functions like encryption 
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where you can encrypt something using the key and 

by using decryption, you can decrypt the message to 

its original form. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

Fig.4: Home screen 

In above screen enter product details and then click 

on ‘Save Products with Blockchain Entry’ button to 

store product details in Blockchain 

 

Fig.5: Bar code images 

In above screen I entered product details and then 

selecting and uploading associated BARCODE image 

and then click on ‘Open’ button to get below result 

 

Fig.6: Save Products with Blockchain Entry 

In above screen Blockchain generated new Block 

with id 2 and we can see Blockchain hash code of old 

and new transaction with uploaded bar code digital 

signature and all this details will saved inside 

Blockchain and now to search product details click 

on ‘Retrieve Product Data’ button to get below 

details 

 

Fig.7: Retrieve product data 

In above screen I entered product id as 2 and then 

click on ‘Retrieve Product Data’ button to get above 

details. Now click on ‘Authenticate Scan’ button to 

upload product Barcode and then Blockchain will 

match this uploaded Barcode signature with available 

stored signatures and if match found then 

authentication will be successful else failed. 
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Fig.8: Authenticate scan 

 

Fig.9: Uploading fake bar code 

 

Fig.10: Barcode authentication failed 

6. CONCLUSION 

We develop project based on online transaction 

require third party to complete transaction and 

peoples has to trust on third parties to complete their 

transaction and sometime this third parties can make 

fraud transaction or misuse user data. To avoid this 

problem author using Blockchain technology which 

does not require any third party and verification will 

be done by software algorithm itself without 

involvement of any third party.In this to avoid forge 

counterfeit we are converting all 

productsdetails/barcode into digital signatures and 

this digital signatures will be stored in Blockchain 

server as this Blockchain server support tamper proof 

data storage and nobody can hack or alter its data and 

if by an chance if its data alter then verification get 

failed at next block storage and user may get 

intimation about data alter. In Blockchain technology 

same transaction data stored at multiple server with 

hash code verification and if data alter at one server 

then it will detected from other server as for same 

data hash code will get different.  For example in 

Blockchain technology data will be stored at multiple 

servers and if malicious users alter data at one server 

then its hash code will get changed in one server and 

other servers left unchanged and this changed hash 

code will be detected at verification time and future 

malicious user changes can be prevented.  

7. FUTURE WORK 

Within this thesis, multiple approaches to reduce 

counterfeits were focused on. To be less dependent 

on external factors, these changes were considered 

and their impact on reducing counterfeits evaluated. 

It was not possible to implement all the proposed 

changes, due to time constraints and the fact that 

multiple other changes to the system were also 

necessary. Further work includes the finalizing 

ofthese implementations for the proposed system, and 

considering the possibility to run pilots. The concept 

and implementation to reduce counterfeits in the 

humanitarian supply chain is still under development. 

Further work does not only include finalizing the 

implementation, but finding partners to run a pilot 

and evaluate the results. Finally, the combination of 
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blockchain andDigital signature technologies was 

looked at in this thesis, but not covered in depth. The 

combination of these two technologies might enable 

many more interesting use cases. 
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